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Vandals Hit
Cottonwood
ring mid-November vandals broke into
tonwood Cave. Located in the Lincoln
ional Forest, approximately 45 miles
thwest of Carlsbad, New Mexico, CottonCave is one of the largest and most
known of the Guadalupe Caves. Entry was
by using hydraulic jacks and "comegs", along with cables and pry bars to
open the metal gates which secured the
from illegal entry.
inside the cave, the vandals damaged
destroyed a variety of unique and irreceable formations. Among the formations
ich were severely damaged was the "Chande", which is the largest known gypsum
tion of its type in the world. The
sum flower displays in the epsonite
were smashed by a large metal bar or
object. Several candle table forwere knocked over, and several three
foot totem pole formations were also
over and thrown about, causing
itional damage within the Rattlesnake

Several leads have been uncovered, along
with evidence, and all are currently being
intensively investigated. The Forest Service
has authorized a reward of up to $400 for
information relating to the case. An additional $1,000 can be authorized by the
Secretary of Agriculture for information
leading to the arrest and conviction of the
persons involved. In addition to this $1000,
the Carlsbad Sportsman Club has offered
$300, the Cave Research Foundation $100, and
the Southwest Region of the NSS has offered
$100, bringing the total reward to $1,900
that can be authorized for information
leading to the arrest and conviction of the
individuals who vandalized the cave.
The Forest Service is encouraging all
conscientious cavers to assist in educating
the public to the proper enjoyment of the
Guadalupe Caves and the preservation of the
caves for future enjoyment. It is hoped that
future vandalism does not occur, risking the
possibility of all Guadalupe Caves being
closed to public entry .
sti gators have found several fresh
Anyone having any information can call
ide dumps within the cave, along with
(505) 766-2796 or (505) 885-4181. Those
ariety of soft drink cans, food containers, wishing to remain anonymous should call
other assorted litter. There are several
(505) 766-2796.
tors suggesting the vandals were experiSincerely ,
ed cavers. The knew what "tools" were
ded to gain entry. Also, their knowing
to get through the maze of passages
Tom W. Davis
en the first and second gates, and
District Ranger
ir knowing where to go once beyond the
ond gate, indicates that they had been
the passage before.
llowing the discovery of the vandalism,
gate to the Second passage of the cave
Editors Comments:
sealed, and will remain sealed indefiThe photo graph that accompanies this
ely.The USDA Forest Service has made a
article
is located on the back cover.
ial effort to accomodate as many
This
is
a terrible thing to have happen,
viduals as possible that wish to cave,
and
an
even
worse thing to have the finger
hout harming the cave resource. A Forest
pointin
g
a
t
cavers. I hope that if there
spokesman of the Guadalupe Ranger
i
s
anyone
out
there that knows who did this
trict said "We regret that Cottonwood
wil
l
stand
up
and
speak his mind.
has to be closed, and the public wi ll
unable to enjoy this natural wonder
of the senseless and irresponsible
s of a few".

~/))~
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SPELEOLOGICAL PROSPECTS ELSEWHERE
IN THE
SOLAR SYSTEM
Dave McAdoo
extensive lava flows, appears to have be
present. As on the moon, there appear to
collapse features resulting from subsurf·
lava flows, raising the possibility that
cavities with volcanic orgins may yet ~ ·
beneath Mercury's surface.
No photographs of the surface of Venus,
our nearest neighbor toward the sun, exL
because the planet is surrounded by a
perpetual cloud cover. However, the Venet
surface has been mapped over the past
couple of years by the Pioneer Venus orbi'
This data indicates the presence of sever,
probable volcanic mountains. Maxwell, the
largest of the potential volcanic feature
is about 10 km high and 500 X 1000 km in
extent, which is far larger than any vole
on earth. Thus Venus clearly has a strong
potential for lava tubes, although the 90
degree F surface temperature and very hig
C0 2 levels may turn future cavers in o the
directions.
At the moment Mars clearly appears t o
offer the most interesting extraterrestri
speleological possibilities in the solar
system. Mars long excited human imaginati
with the hypothesis that dark lines cross
the surface were irrigation canals built :
intelligent beings. However, the "canals":
have proven to be artifacts of observat ~
and the Viking landers have failed to tur:
up any positive evidence that life ever
existed on Mars. Thus we may never have
planetary cave biologists.
Most of the knowledge of Mars has come
from Mariner 4, 6 and flybys, the Mariner
orbitor and the two Viking orbitors and
landers. The Martian surface is also he~
covered by impact craters. In additon ,
Mars has the largest volcanoes yet found
in the solar system, channels apparentl y
cut by flowing water, and great rift val1
the Valles Marineris. The latter form a
system 4000 km long, up to 700 km across,
and 6 km deep, dwarfing the Grand Canyon.
They may be formed where two crustal plati
are moving apart.
Mars has five hugh volcanoes, including
Olympus Mons (Fig. 11) , the largest vol ca:
yet discovered in the solar system, and
numerous smaller ones. Olympus Mons is a

Extraterrestrial speleology has been largely neglected in the caving literature known
to me. A noteworthy exception is an article
by George Veni entitled "Lunar Vulcanospeleology" in the June, 1978 issue of the
Texas Caver, which places Texans among those
who have discussed lunar speleological
possibilities. I have written the present
article to bring attention to the Texas
caving community speleological possibilities
in the solar system beyond the moon. There
is a wealth of information from space
missions which enables one to discuss the
caving potential of the nearby planets.
A few additions to George's comments on
the moon before heading for the planets.
As r,eorge stated, extensive volcanism
accompanied by lava tube formation has occurred on the moon. These tubes are largely collapsed, leaving long channels called
rilles. The lar ge st lunar lava channel is
150 km long, 4-6 km wide, and 500m deep.
The sources utilized by George seemed to
imply that there are no ceilin gs left on
what were once lunar lava tubes. However,
some pictures show partial roofing over
some rilles, which makes it reasonable to
expect that completely roofed portions of
tubes i.e. caves, still exist on the moon.
The most strikin g feature of the surface of
the moon are the numerous impact craters,
some over 100 km in diameter, visible from
earth throu gh even small telescopes.
Whether thes e "pits" should be classed as
caves is open to doubt, as they have little
passage that is not illuminated by sunshine.
When those concerned with defining the term
"cave" reach a consensus on where the top
of a pit is, they might take up this matter.
At any rate, single rope technique will
doubtless come into play in the exploration
of l unar craters. I was not able to find any
information on lunar depth records, but
rappellin g in a space suit in one-sixth
normal gravit y should be interesting .
Information about Mercury, the planet
closest to the sun, comes from Mariner 10
photographs taken in 1973 and 1974. The
surface of Mercury is much like that of the
moon, being covered by a hi gh density of
impact craters, and volcanism, leading to
4

with numerous lava channels. Many of the
flows have few impact craters, indicating
that they are relatively "young". Flows have
traveled as much as 1500 km from the
summit of Arsia Mons.
Its hugh volcanoes with their recent lava
flows clearly provide Mars with a strong
speleological potential. In light of the
size of the areas under discussion, and
the length of the journey to them, long
expeditions, say on the order of ten years,
should be planned. I'll bet no one who
climbs the scarp of Olympus Mons will ever
complain about the hike up to Precipicio
again.
While its volcanoes alone should make Mars
the hot spot for extraterrestrial caving
activity, there is another feature which
should attract future cavers to Mars. }furs
is the only place other than Earth where
flowing water has existed. At present, Mars
is too cold and its atmosphere too thin for
liquid water to exist there. Nonetheless,
there are winding channels on the surface
which can only have been formed by flowing
water. Host of these channels seem to have
been cut by flowing water from the ground
rather than by rainfall. One scenario
proposed is that Mars had a dense, moist
atmosphere soon after it formed. Planetary
cooling caused extensive rainfall with the
water seeping as much as several kilometers
into the surface. This moisture froze upon
further cooling of the planet. Subsequent
outflows left hugh 1-2 km deep, collapse
features and river channels (Fig 2) in
several large regions near the Martian
equator. Suggested mechanisms of channel
formation include volcanic melting of ice,
eruption of artesian water trapped under
hugh pressure, and slow erosion by artesian
fed glaciers which have since disappeared.
The collapse features are at the heads of
the channels, demostrating that the flows
originated from efflux of groundwater.
However, some channels stop abruptly, as
though the flowing fluid that formed for
them disappeared underground. ~funy of the
features formed by groundwater removal are
so large that collapse probably occurred
as the water was removed. However, it
seems probable that many smaller cavities
would be formed when the flows occured,
and that there may be non-collapsed
tributaries to the large collapse areas.
Thus it is possible that groundwater
movements have formed caverns on Mars as
well as on Earth.
The final body in the solar system which
could be of speleological interest is Io,

Figure 1. Olympus Mons. The vo l c ano is 27 km
high and circled by a peripheral cliff 550
km in diameter. In several places (lower
left for example) lava drapes over the
cliff and extend over the surrounding plains.

nountain surrounded by a 4 km high scarp
Nith lava flows draping over the scarp
:mto the surrounding plains. The summit
~aldera is nearly 80 km across, and with
~n altitude of about 27 km, rising 25 km
~bove the surrounding plains. The diameter
)f the scarp if 450 km, with the total
iiameter including the flows beyond the
~carp exceeding 1000 km. Thus the volcano
:overs a total area approaching that of the
~tate ' of Texas. The largest terrestrial
1locanoes (in Hawaii) are 120 km across
1nd rise 9 km above the ocean floor. Olympus
1ons is not currently active, but some of
:he flows are young enough to lack impact
~raters, demonstrating that they are
3everal hundred million years old at most.
Chey may be as young as a few million years,
1nd volcanic activity may not yet have
~eased on Mars.
i To the southeast of Olympus Mons is the
Charsis region containin g three additional
1ugh volcanoes, Acraeus Mons, Pavonis Mons,
:md Arsia Mons, and many smaller ones. The
najor volcanoes have hundreds of lava flows
)n their flanks, each of which is covered
5

volcanoes on Io are surrounded by lava
flows, some several hundred km long and
tens of km wide. These flows may well lav
tubes. Due to its active nature, Io will
aurely be a place for some lively
speleological adventures.
At present, current visits to Saturn ~
withstanding, planetary exploration seems
to be winding down and humanity turning
its attention to other matters. Thus extt
terrestrial speleology may not be a thing
the immediate future. Nonetheless, I am s·
one day it will come, for the spirit that
gives us our compulsion to see what lies
beneath the surface of the earth is akin ·
that which leads to efforts to explore th'
planets and the stars. Perhaps when the
last Mexican cave has been surveyed to it
limits, AMCS will come to mean Associatio
for Martian Cave Studies. Should be some
interesting displays of caving vehicles w
that time comes ...
Figure 2. A 20 km wide channel arising from
a 40 km depression. The depression and
channel originated in some way by the flow
of ground water.

Literature Sources

the innermost moon of Jupiter. Agajn, the
potential interest stems from volcanic
activity. Voyagers 1 and 2 made the startling observation of eight active volcanoes
on Io! The eruptions have a strange
umbrella shape because, Io has no atmosphere and no wind to carry the ejected
material. Therefore, ejected material
follows a parabolic pathway back to the
surface giving rise to the umbrella shaped
plume observed. One plume had a height of
175 km. Sulfur and H2S appear to be major
constituents of the plumes. One of the
volcanoes observed by Voyager 1 was inactive
four months later when Voyager 2 arrived.
The volcanoes are thought to result from
heating due to internal friction resulting
from tidal distortions created by the
gravitational pulls of Jupiter and the
other nearby moons of Jupiter.
Some of the volcanic calderas on Io are
lar ge, 50-200 km in diameter, as compared
to earth, where typical calderas are only
a few km across. Although the other Jovian
satellites observed (Europa, Ganymede, and
Callisto) have many to few impact craters,
Io has none. This indicates that its
surface is renewed at least every ten
million years. This removal almost certainly
results from volcanic activity . Some of the
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Surface Imaging Results from Pioneer Orbi
Science 205: 90-92 (1979).
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A. Pingersoll, S.A. Collins, E. M. Shoemak
G.E. Hunt, H. Masursky, M.H. Carr, M.E.
Davies, A. F. Cook II, J. Boyce, G.E.
Danielson, T. Owen, C. Sagan, R. F. Beeb e,
Veverka, R.G. Strom, J.F. McCauley, D.
Morrison, G.A. Briggs, and V.E. Suomi, Th
Jupiter System Through the Eyes of Voya ge
I, Science 204: 951-972 (1979).
~· B.A. Smith, L.A. Soderblom, J. Boyce ,
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THE SPOTTING OF AN OLD-WORLD HODAG
Michael Bilbo

The following is a true account of the
spotting of an Old-World Hodag, etc, etc,
~tc. First, allow me to introduce myself and
the circumstances surrounding this unique
~vent. I am a soldier stationed in Berlin,
~ermany. Recently, my platoon (30 men)
~ttended the French Commando School in that
city. The final exercise was a week spent
"roughing it" in the Harz Mountains in north
}ermany. The field problem was no more
than the average Texas caver would expect
Jn a normal caving weekend. From my point
Jf view, this then was no more than a simple
aon-caving trip into a cave-containing area,
hoping to see some caves, but seeing none.
~ever theless, the situation being as it was,
I f el t it my duty to inform the younger
~nlisted of the platoon (and you may rest
assured I have done it) to be on the lookJut for bears, wolves, and especially hodges.
Nhy? It looked like a good place for bears
~nd wolves, and having caves in the area,
there logically should be Old-World Hodges.
Now, the pine trees are tall and the
valleys narrow and dark. There are lots
Jf s treams and mist forms at night and
early in the morning. There was no moon
that week. In this setting I realized that
~n Old World Hodag would be a voracious
eater but not necessarily of meat. I would
~ay that in a bind, though, one could fairly easily tear off an arm or a leg. It would
pave to resemble a miniature wolf-like bear
,(much like the Tasmanian Devel characterized
with Bugs Bunny - a concept readily understood by the typical American soldier).
The size would be equivalent to a large
male wild boar (with which our people have
pn occassion encountered in the Berlin
:Forest) and the same kind of bristly hair.
The creature has both quadra- and bipedal
~bilities and it can move fast for short
:vicious distances if disturbed. Indeed, an
Old World Hodag (hereinafter referred to
as OWH) has the disposition of a badger.
And claws- oh man, you wouldn't believe
the claws!!! Something like a Panamanian
coatimundi. And very sharp. Of course, as
,I explained to them, the claws were primarily
for burrowing and cutting down trees for
7

cave supports. I use a little artistic
license for the terms cave as opposed to
burrow because of an ecological principal
at work I'm sure only cavers could understand - you got to keep it simple for
soldiers: briefly, sometimes because of
stress problems inherent in over-population,
a species survival factor among m.JHs is
that they can make their own large, cavernous and maze-like burrows. Obviously,
planks are needed to keep the thing from
falling-in. I kid you not, OWHs have high
enough intellect to roughly shape the
timber! The claws also serve for digging
holes in caves for burying large chunks of
meat when this rare opportunity presents
itself.
The Harz Mountains have a lot of old
mines and I was unsuccessful in explaining
that OWHs stay away from these because,
being manmade, they smell and are subject
to instability (the soldiers understood
instability). Asked what does one do upon
encountering an OWH, the answer was
obvious: there's not much you can do. If
you see one and he sees you, consider him
disturbed. Even if he doesn't see you,
remember, you smell. And that my friend is
your lag. Do whatever seems right but do it
violently (it depends on who gets who
first). When and where do they come out?
Well, usually they stay in their burrows
most of the time and don't like to be
noticed. They like to very silently forage
in the valleys and dark misty nights and
early mornings. Since the Harz Mountains
are a relatively isolated and self-contained
area, you may expect close encounters of
the second and hopefully not the fourth
kind. How can we tell if we're close to a
bunch of 'em? There are very few signs
but during the day look for droppings that
bear resemblance to those of a deer. I was
able to shmv the men a ravaged tree trunkthere were definite slash-marks on it as
differentiated from the trunks all around
that had been cut.
So, the warning had been delivered that
first day out. This may sound Boy-Scoutish
but believe you me it's the absolute truth,

pretty much. Almost right away some of the
men found deer-like droppings. The second
day out Pvt Carter from Atlanta, Georgia,
found what I would say is as close to a
claw mark on the ground as any I'd ever
seen. And, finally, the problem with
French Commando training is that all movement is at night, resting during the day
in abandoned quarries. You've got to move
fast and the squads are often split up. On
the fourth ni ght some of the 1st Squad
people thought they saw something (I'm in
2nd). Later, in the misty morning at least
t wo men in 3d more or less confirmed the
suspicion of the sighting as they had heard,
in the same area a bone-crunching-like
noise. You know, if I didn't know better,
I'd say we came as close to a confirmed
spotting of an Old World Hodag as anyone
would want to. All I can say is I hope I
never meet up with whatever it was.
LESSONS LEARNED
As a result of my diligent efforts, of
the 30 men in our platoon 15 were successfully convinced of the nature of the Old
Worl d Hoda g . The rest were just dummies
from rural areas in the States or ex-Boy
Scouts; this is a true story, more or less.
Of the belivers, 33~% were cautious - they
thou ght that I was exaggerating after a
cer tain point. Fortunately, one or two of
the OTHER 15 to a degree supported some of
my convictions. 36% will not go near mine
shafts and the rest, well, that's the
lessor. I learned. Whenever on a Commando
raid - French, British, whatever - where
speed a nd te amwork is essential (you know
blowing up bridges, river crossings,
knocking-off sentries- the normal stuff),
and doing it all on misty, dark nights,
never - I say again - NEVER burden your
peoples minds with more than is really
necessary. Because obviously, if you do,
thin gs just won't go as well as you'd like.
Now this applies not only to military
situations but to good ol' caving trips as
we l l . Be friendly, after a fashion, to the
novices.
Now, I have some questions. For the time
I've been caving I've neve r really gotten
a halfway decent description of a New World
Hodag . Does anyone know, like, what do they
look like? Are there various species? What's
the normal size and disposition? Do they
bite? What are their habits and haunts?
Certainly Texas has some? How do you
handle an American encounter?

GLETTERS
to the
EDITOR
Jim;
I liked the Brummett interview. It
reads like a transcript from a tape and
sound just like him. We need people to
speak up about problems whether we agr ee
not with their viewpoints. I'm inclined l
agree with Brummett about commercial cave
operators' problems with some sport c av~
Dick Smith
Editor: You're right Dick. It was a tr a~
script. James and I worked on it over a ;
period of two months. A lot of hard work!
Dear Jim;
I enjoyed' the December Texas Caver. I
liked the Brummett interview. 20 pages ,
good work. Do more interviews.
Hal Lloyd
Dear James;
I enjo yed the interview of James
Brummett, especailly his comments abo ut
caver courtesy. Please keep up the good
work.
Gary Owens
Dear James;
Please renew my TC subscription. Have
only seen this year's, but what I've see[
has been exc ellent! Keep it up!
Kim Thomas
Dear James;
Let me say I really enjoy The Caver . I'
a recent newcomer to caving (2 years) ani
the Caver has given me many tips, hint s ,
safety etc. I also enjoy the trip repo rt:
and other articles. Keep up the good worl
Dan Westland
James;
The last Caver by Scott and Gary was
magnificent. Lots of maps and recent
caving. We need more of this. Hopefull y
more people might follow up on this good
example and send the TC more articles.
George Veni
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ALWAYS READ THE RELEASE FORM
William Payne
Calvin had been making friendly small
alk with the manager of No Regrets Cave,
n order to assure him of the things that
ave owners worry about: gates, litter,
:andalism, and the like. "Of course," said
:he anxious caver, "I have a release form
'or you, all signed and legal, so you don't
Lave to worry about lawsuites or anything."
"I appreciate that," said the other man,
-'But I have a release form of my own, which
prefer to have my visitors sign .... you
!on 1 t mind, do you?"
"Of course not," answered Calvin . He
rhipped out his Bic and signed the form with
L flourish.
"Gotcha sucker!" growled the stranger,
rho was not a cave manager at all, but a
:rusader for evil, anti-caving forces. From
:he bushes appeared three men in white coats,
•ne brandishing a syringe. They wrestled the
telpless caver to the ground. "If you had
•een reading the TEXAS CAVER, you would
tave known that No Regrets is closed for
:he winter, and you wouldn't have fallen
'or this obvious trap! What you signed, my
.ittle Speleo fiend, was not a release form
'or the cave, but rather a release form for
:ay clinic. Have a pleasant stay at Addicts
~cres. Ha Ha Ha! ! ! " The needle stung his
trm, and the world faded to a dim gray, then
>lack, as Calvin began to dream of cascading
:ormations of his earliest childhood ...

*******
Calvin was slowly becoming aware of a
iripping sound. He smiled thinking of the
~rops of cool water dripping from the ceil:Lng of the cave ... Cave? Could i t be? He
)pened his eyes and held his breath--no, he
vas still in his room. The darkness was only
1ight, and the dripping was only a leaking
Eaucet. His heart succumbed once again to
10peless resignation.
He rose from the bed to stop the mocking
Eaucet, then slumped against the wall and
::ried silently.
i

*******
The lights were dim, and the hall was
~uiet as the lone figure paced continually,
his eyes shifting from wall to wall.
"I've got to get out of here," he groaned
sot to voce. A shadow - his o-vm . - caught
his eye.
9

"I've got to get OUT of here," he repeated, in a controlled but distinctly audible
voice. He ceased pacing, and studied his
shadow, as if it could offer him passage.
He reached to the darkness, and met the
hard wall.
"I've GOT TO GET OUT OF HERE!!!" The rage
of his voice carried through the halls,
mocking his agony, taunting him in his
torment. A tall, dark-haired nurse rushed
into the hall and grabbed his arm.
"Sir? Sir? What's the matter, sir? Are
you all right? please calm down!" He looked
into her sympathetic eyes, and swallowed.
"Please, Hiss. I've got to get in a cave.
I haven't been in a cave for three days! I
MUST get underground," he whined, twisting
his beard into a knot.
Nurse Sullivan sighed, and affected a firm
stance: "Mr. Kavre, you know that's not
possible. You signed the forms yourself, and
we can't let you out until you're cured."
In spite of her professional manner, the
pain she shared with him was obvious.
"Cured? I don't need to be cured. Why, I
can quit any time!" He presented a remarkable air of confidence. "Please. Just one
more cave, and then I'll quit for good.
Pretty please?"
She closed her eyes, and reminded herself
that it was for his own good, that the
fourth day was often the hardest. "No, Mr.
Kavre. I'm sorry."
He bit his lip, desperately searching for a
new tactic. His face softened, as he gazed
gently into the eyes of this obviously
sensitive woman. "I suppose you're right.
You have my best interests at heart, of
course. I can sense---" He looked at the
floor and held his breath. "that you are
really very kind. And beautiful inside, as
well as out." He glanced at her face
briefly: she was softening, her heart was
opening, he was touching her. "Listen. Why
don't we forget about--our problems--you-know--" He looked directly at her, putting
his hand near her soft, tear-streaked cheek,
as if to stroke it, clear it of all loneliness, all pian ... "Your eyes; they shine,
sparkle, glisten ... like a still pool of
water by a golden stalagmite ... as I look
in them, I see passage to beauty, the · soft,

mysterious corridors of your wonderful,
loving rnind ... Let's ... (her eyes danced in
his) ... let's ... let's go somewhere we can be
alone; I know this terrible little cave
where--"
"No!" She turned away and fought the tears
that could be held no longer.
"You're trying to hurt me!'' His voice was
bitter, desperate and on the edge of madness.
"You're trying to frustrate me, humiliate
me. Well, it won't work! I've got my pride.
I've got ... deterrnination! I've got ... I've
got ... I've GOT TO GET IN A CAVE!!!" He dove
to her feet, dropped to his knees, and whimpered softly, pitifully. Sullivan almost
touched his hair, but drew back her hand,
and clenched her teeth in emotional agony.

*********
A young man with a moustache stepped into
the room with his back to the scene. He
gestered behind him, sighed, and said with
stern urgency:
"Cave addiction is not a pretty sight.
Perhaps you thought it could never happen
in your family. But can you really be sure?
When yo,_n son comes horne from a weekend out
does he have ropeburns on his hands? When '
you change his sheets, do you find carbide
stains hidden under the blanket? Check for
copies of the TEXAS CAVER under his mattress.
And if you find a hardhat with a light on
it in the closet, get help immediately. A
public service message from your National
Speleophobic Society and this station . "
As nurse Sullivan led Calvin away for his
medication, the announcer walked quickly
away to the nearest exit; already the walls
were beginning to close in on him, the small
space above his head shrinking ominously.
The smell of spent carbide was in the air.
"Always Read the Release Form"

EDITORIAL
Your subscription to the TEXAS CAVER has
ex pired. All subscriptions come due January
for the entire year. The rate of $5 will
remain the same. If everyone renews this
ye a r, there will be just enough money to
print six issues with 16 pages each. The
cost of printing went up just a little, and
so far post aze will remain the same.
So, please use the enclosed envelope to
send in your check today, and tell all your
non-subscribin g caver friends to take out
a subscription too.
Thank You,
James Jasek
Editor

GUEST EDITING AN ISSUE
OF THE TEXAS CAVER
Are you or your grotto interested in
editing an issue of the TEXAS CAVER? If s
it is a way for you or your club to let t
rest of the caving community know what yo
are doing. Guest editing is sort of like
being "Queen for a Day", you have all the
privileges of being the editor without al
the hassle that goes along with it.
You are free to produce just about any
type of issue you choose as long as you
stay within the format presently being us
for each issue. The main restriction is
that you "must" stay within a set budge t
have set for each issue. There is just
enough money generated from subscriptions
to print 20 pages. If you go past this s ~
amount, you will have to pay for the extr;
pages.
You do not have to plan on doing .a
particular month (unless you just want t ~
All you have to do it contact me and l et 1
know that you are going to produce an i ss1
this year. I will send you instructions m
materials to make your job a little easier
During the time you are working on your
issue, I expect you to stay in touch with
me and let me know of your progress. When
you complete the issue, you can then send
it to me. I will take care of having it
printed and mailed.
Doing an issue of the TEXAS CAVER can b1
a lot of fun, and a rewarding experience ,
it can be like a "work of art" once you
have it all completed. To help you edit ~
as easily as possible I can give you a s~
of very simple instructions and layout
sheets as well as stock sheets for pages
like the contents and back cover. Just 1~
me know!

(512)-686-0234
TEXAS
CAVE
RESCUE CALL COLLECTREQUEST
CAVE RESCUE
KREIDLER ANSWERING SERV.
McALLEN, TEXAS

In the event of a cave emergency where
spelunking techniques and equipment are
needed for search an<Yor rescue, CALL 512'
686-0234. You will be requested to leave your
name and phone number and stand by. Cave
Rescue in your area will return your call.
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THE BIG AND THE LITTLE OF CAVES
Bet You Didn't Know
James Brummett

Just in case some of the Texas cavers out there might be interested, I have
compiled a few facts that might tickle your fancy.
CAVE

LOCATION

DEPTH

J ean Bernard
Pierre Saint-Martin
Sist ema Huautla
Ber ger
Schne e loch
G. E.S. Malaga
Lampr echtsofen
Hoc hlecken- Grosshohle
Felix Trombe-Henne Morte
Aiguilles

France
France & Spain
Mexico
France
Austria
Spain
Austria
Austria
France
France

4620 Feet
4370
4009
3766
3645
3602
3360
3353
3340
3215

These are supposed to be the ten deepest caves in the world.
The ei ght longest caves in the world of which Mammoth is a part of the flint
r id ge s ystem and the longest, is, some 80 miles longer than the worlds longest
s ubway s ystem in London England (101 mil e s). The cavern is 211.4 miles.
CAVE

LOCATION

LENGTH

Fl int-Mammoth Cave Sy stem
Op timisticeskaja
Ho llo ch
Ozerna ja
Jewel Cave
Ojo Guarena
Felix-Trombe-Henne Morte
Organ Cave System

U.S.A.
U.S.S.R.
Switzerland
U.S.S.R.
U.S.A.
Spain
France
U.S.A.

211.4 miles
87.6
83.6
63.7
61.2
41.0
36.4
35.7

Compare thes e depths to the deepest mine in the world, Western-Deep in South
Africa and is 1 2 , 600 fe e t deep, and the deepest oil well drilled as of 1974 in
Was hita Count y , Oklahoma was drilled to a depth of 31,441 feet. The deepest place
in the ocean is the Marianas Trench in the Pacific Ocean and is 36,198 feet. The
hi ghe st mountain is Everest at 29,002 feet, and the worlds highest waterfall is
Angel Falls in Venezuela with a total drop of 3,212 feet .
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Two rides later and a misjudged fork ~
the road, we watched two lumber trucks r
slowly up to us in the foothills. As Edi
had said, the drivers were all too hap py
add some weight to the back of their tr~
for the steep and slippery ride up the
mountains.
As we started the ascent, the road bee
more slick. A pea-soup fog rapidly des ce
on the trucks in the late afternoon an d
made for slow going. We sat on grain s a~
on the back of one truck in the mist and
light rain. We rode on until midnight, ~
the drivers stopped for dinner at the Pa
del Muerte. The fog became even thicke r
they decided to camp under the cliff l ed
for the night.
At 6 am, we were rudely awakened by th
sound of diesel engines warming up, and s
the next three hours riding up to the s~
mill. There, Saul Ledezma showed us a sh
cut to Conrado and we rendezvoused wit hi
caving crew at the PEP headquarters. The.
company included Bill Russell, Peter Spr
Terri Tracey, Jerry Atkinson, Marga r e t I
Hart, Peter Keyes, Mark Shumate, Louis e 1
Hose, et al.
All but Hart and Keyes shortly depar te
check a digging lead higher up on the
range. Noel and I made our first trip i m
Brinco via the historical entrance, bu t I
stopped short of the water passage s at f
slope in the Dressing Room .
I
The trip turned into a photographic 1
session on the way out of the cave. The i
lifted briefly that day
time enough foi
a few shots of Conrado Castillo before :
closing in again. The caver house rema ina
socked in Thursday, when Russell and ere~
returned with no luck and another caving:
crew arrived. Tihis included Paul Fambro a:l
others.
That evening, Sloan and I hiked down tel
the La Curva intersection to try to ca t ~
a ride back down the mountain. Noel had ~
make a flight back to Bloomington Satu r~
We hiked through fog until midnight a ga ~
and the next morning were greeted by t he E
first clear day since we'd been at BrinJ
But, alas, no truck. We hiked for anot he!four hours until a dump truck and its s1
driver happened along. From there, it HaP
a two-hour trip down to a railroad sta tic"
six kilometers from Santa Engracia. The ~
truck eventually took us the rest of t he 3
way to the town and a bus depot.
t
Before leaving for Victoria, we pi gg ed ~
out heavily at Santa Engracia. A bus l a~.
with diesel fumes made a night run to th~
Autobus Central and we connected with a

SISTEMA PURIFICACION, MEXICO
November 24-29, 1980
Cavers: Dr. Noel E. Sloan and Jay Jorden
Reported by: Jay Jorden
Noel, a surgery resident in Bloomington,
Indiana, flew to Corpus Christi the evening
of 23 Nov., and we drove to Matamoros the
next day, crossing the border early Monday.
We planned a trip by public transportations
and hitchhiking to Conrado Castillo. Before
the trip, we received instructions on how
to make connections with a lumber truck
from Gill Ediger in Austin.
We purchased tickets on an Estrella Blanca
bus for Victoria, arriving at the plaza
about 4:30 pm the same day and waiting
unsuccessfully for a Ruta 2 Bus near the
market there. The local bus would have
taken us close to the lumber yard . owned by
the Ledezmas, who rent the caver house at
Conrado Castillo. We spent the night at a
hotel near the plaza.
Tuesday, we met an American at an ice
cream shop who kindly drove us to the train
station 25 blocks away, where we could be
assured of a quick trip to the mountains on
Federa l Hi ghway 85 toward Monterrey. A mere
12 pesos bought us second-class tickets to
Estacion Santa Engracia, on a crowded train
filled with locals and federales. It was a
memorable - if short - lived - ride. At its
conclusion, we began hitchhiking in short
hops and skips down the paved road toward
Yerbaniz and the mountains.
12

rowded bus to Matamoros.
We then drove all night to Corpus Christi,
ut vowed to do it all over again if given
he chance.
OS SABINOS, XILITLA, MEXICO
ate: November 23-30, 1980
avers: Caroline Shaffer, Stephen Gregory,
Michael Hughes, Charles Hudson, Dave
McAdoo, Hank Ratrie, Charles ~-linter
wood, Ned and Barbara Strenth, r.len
Littleton and fiancee and Mr. and
Mrs. Littleton.
eported by: David McAdoo
According to a long established Galveston
ustom, Galveston cavers spent Thanksgiving
eek, 1980 in Mexico. This year the area
hosen was around Los Sabinos, north of
alles. Everyone gathered into two vans and
eft Galveston on Friday night without
ncident. Friday night was spent at the
udson farm near San Benito. On Saturday
e crossed the border and drove to Los Sabinos
nd set up camp. The road to the village had
oved slightly since our previous visit
hree years earlier, and half of the village
ad been moved out to the highway. On Sunay we drove down to Xilitla to poke around
n a cave there on the far side of the town.
wrong turn was made on entering the town,
nd we ended up driving through the Sunday
fternoon market which was being conducted
n the middle of the streets. On the way
o Xilitla, we visited the large Nacimiento
t Huichihuayan. We encountered a young
exican carrying a heavy sack of corn on
he first road we took. He told us we were
n an experimental farm, and that we should
et out before the gate was locked behind
s. We offered him a ride to the spring by
he alternate route, which he accepted.
owever, the vans could not cross the river
t the village, so the Mexican left us with
is sack of corn, about two kilometers
urther from his destination than we had
ound him. Cavers had an enjoyable hike to
he spring.
On Monday we visited El Sotano del Arroyo.
tephen, Hank and Mike rappel led down the
eadwall, others entered by the arroyo. We
ollowed the main passage almost to the drop
hove Reddell's lake, and then followed
he Left Hand Passage some distance. We
ere much impressed by the immensity of the
Big Triangle Room". Upon returning to camp,
e found that two-thirds of our tent pegs
ad been stolen. Subsequently we broke camp
13

each day.
On Tuesday we visited El Sotano de Pichijuma. After driving to the approximate head
of the trail, several sets of instructions
from the locals indicating that we should
go back the way we'd come sent us back and
forth across the upper end of the arroyo
several times. We finally gave up and
followed the arroyo to the entrance. We
explored passages back under the arroyo
until they got small or wet, then rigged
the drop in the main passage. We had
brought a 200 foot rope for the purpose
based on the vague knowledge that the drop
was slightly in excess of 100 feet. The
drop turned out to be about 160 - 170 feet,
so the rope reached, but with only a few
feet to spare. The large diameter of the
shaft and the extensive flowstone deposits
on its walls make the drop a fine caving
experience. The pool near the bottom of
this drop contained numerous crayfish and
blind fish along with one pigmented form
that must have washed in and survived the
drop.
On Wednesday we visited Cueva de los
Sabinos. The large walk in entrance to the
cave is a delight due to the hugh pillars
which break up the passage. Since the cave
seemed unusually dry, Dave and }like spent
some time exploring in the lower water
passages since there is a potential for a
connection to Arroyo in passages that
normally siphon. The passages trending
toward Arroyo is still a siphon. The air
space ended in a narrow slotted ceiling and
a solid wall with a couple of small (around
2 feet diameter), mud filled, down trending
tubes below the water level. It seems
unlikely that a connection to Arroyo can
be established here.
Wednesday night Ned and Barbara Strenth
showed up from San Angelo. Ned was down to
collect invertebrates from the caves and
nacimintos in the area in support of his
research interests in cave biology. On
Thursday Glenn Littleton, his fiance and
parents appeared from San Antonio. The
Littletons were primarily interested in
collecting plants in the area.
On Thursday the party set out for El
Sotano del Tigre. After searching around the
general vicinity of the cave for a while,
a Mexican was encountered who agreed to show
us the entrance. Upon getting out of the van
on the dirt road just above the entrance,
the Mexican pointed to a trail of oil
behind the van - a substantial hole had
been punched in the oil pan! After some
effort, it was concluded that the oil pan

could not be removed without removing the
engine or transmission. Charles Hudson,
the only member of the expedition who
spoke appreciable Spanish, Hank, the best
mechanic, and Caroline and Stephen walked
back to camp and drove into Valles to seek
help. Charlie Winterwood decided to watch
the van and and birds that came along.
Having nothing else to do, Mike and Dave
decided to do the cave. The cave is quite
spectacular due to its 76m entrance drop
and extensive flowstone deposits in the
lower portions of the entrance and deeper
in the cave. Judging by the extent and
appearances of the formations and the
general drippings of the cave, formation
development here is much more active than
in nearby caves. Hike c. limbed out of the
cave during the evening bat flight, which
was fairly extensive. It is rumored that he
is inordinately fond of the critters. Dave's
carbide began blowing bubbles and went out
on a ledge about one hundred feet up the
entrance drop. At that time he discovered
he had given up his spare felts and
nozzles to Hank. Disassembly and cleaning
of the lamp solved the problem.
The crew who had gone to Valles returned
with the news that the van would have to go
to Valles to be worked on. Hank fashioned
a patch from a piece of sheet metal, some
metal screws and some cork which he used as
a gasket. After the patch was in place, the
van was filled with oil and we set out for
camp. A pan was placed under the patch
which was leaking slowly. Thanksgiving was
celebrated by eating canned ham. Friday
morning the van was driven into Valles
where a welder was located to repair the
oil pan. After the van was dropped off, a
leisurely hike to Kotano de la Tinaja was
undertaken. The party split up due to some
uncertainty about the location of the cave.
Some people found it, some didn't. The hike
was followed by a trip to town to check on
the van and a trip to a stream east of
Los Sabinos to clean up. We then picked up
the van and had supper in a Valles
restaurant. Friday night a number of young
men from the village visited us to talk and
sin g . Saturday morning we headed for home.
Sa turday night was spent at the Hudson's,
and Galveston was reached Sunday evening.
TAG COUNTRY
Date: November 22-29, 1980
Cavers: Hal Lloyd, Jill Dorman Smith, Jim
Smith and Mary Ann Sowol
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Reported by: Hal Lloyd
Mary Ann and I decided to visit TAG
Country over .the Thanksgiving holiday,
we loaded up our cave kits in Mary Ann':
Mustang and took off. We arrived in Atl;
after 1~ days of travel, then contacted
and Jill. After a reception of southern
partying and hoo-howing (that lasted thJ
days) with the Smiths, Chris Kerr, Tedd,
"Bear" Thurman and Don Brown, we were .
ready to go caving.
Jill, Mary Ann and I headed up to
Chattanooga on the 26th and arrived at
Filtonia Pit just as it began to snow
lightly. The pit begins as a face 10 fe E
to an overhang, offering a free drop of
100 feet. The temperature was cold, so "
yoyoed in haste, then proceeded to Lookc
Mountain.
By the time we arrived at the Mystery
Hole Falls Cave parking area high up on
Lookout Mountain, ice cold rain was pour
down. As fast as we could, we put on our
wetsuits and then proceeded the 50 yatds
or so to the squeeze entrance. The entra
passage is a slot through knee to waist
deep pools to junction "T" fashion with
stream passage, which coursed its way t o
the edge of the pit.
The drop, 285 feet is down a circular
shaft, very symmetrical and highly po li
by the ceaseless abrasive action of th e
waterfall. A great flowstone drapery han
in majestic folds from the brink of the
waterfall and tapers to rock pendants so
40 feet in overall length. The pit taper
like a cone, to a width of 150 feet at t
bottom; This rappel is truly awe-inspir i
as the waterfall is thundering down, vib
and silver, right beside the rope. Aft er
ascending the main shaft, we proceeded
upstream and climbed a 9 foot waterfal l '
into a decorated bell shaped chamber. fl,
stone adds to the overall beauty of the
fine cave.
The next day we met Jim, then the fo ur
us drove down into Alabama to visit Fall:
Pit. This is a large open air pit 114 f eel
deep with a waterfall. At the bottom i s;
cave opening which the water flows into,
but is humanly impassable due to a log j<
The cave has never been explored. After
yoyoing the pit, we proceeded to Valhall<
The entrance is some 25 feet wide by ~
feet lo'ng. Jim descended first, follow ed
Jill, then they jumared out. I went down
next, landing on the breakdown at the
bottom, which is 75 feet wide by 140 fe et
long. Next Mary Ann descended the 227 foo

nylon highway. After a brief trip around
the bottom of the pit, we climbed out, each
using the Mitchell system.
The next day was our last day of caving,
so we went to nearby Vast Caverns, which
was pioneered by E.T. Davis, Don Brown and
Jim Smith a couple of years earlier.
The drive up to the cave area is an
experience in itself, a zig zag of winding
turns up a one lane paved road to the top
of the mountain. Following a two hour hike
through the woods, and briars, we arrived
at the entrance, a 2 X 6 foot hole which
drops 218 feet down a beautiful belled
shaft . This is immediately followed by a
15 foo t drop into a nice 30 foot high and
wide by 50 feet long chamber. The floor is
a jagged hole complex which offered a 5 foot
freeclimb followed by a 6 foot downclimb to
the top of a 12 foot rope pitch. This
drops into the stream channel, which
qui ckly turns into a belly crawl 150 feet
long throu gh seemingly ice cold water. This
sp il ls over the edge of an abyss, 90 feet
deep down this pit containing numerous
chert ledges giving a layered appearance.
Hany follis crinoids were observed. The
pit is quite nice, with the shower of
thousands of water droplets falling all
around . Refreshing! At the bottom, the
st re am disappears into the breakdown. Above
th i s, a crawl hole leads to some 2000 feet
of hands and knees crawl on a mud floor,
to the caves end, a too tight squeeze, with~
out air flow. We quickly exited! The last
cave r emerging to early dusk after four
ho urs underground.
\le made it back to the cars, said goo dbye to the Smith and drove back to Dallas .

PFEI FFER'S WATER CAVE, Kendall County, TX
Dec ember 25, 1981
Cav ers : George Veni and Randy Waters
Rep orted by: Randy Waters
Af ter a late start, we arrived at the
ranch and rigged the mul t 'ipit sinkhole.
Halh7 ay down we paused to watch a cave
cri cket lay an egg in a small crevice. Once
do~ n to the water passage, we observed a
sal amander just before the Separator, a
lo" a ir space section. We made our way downstr eam 1000 feet to the Intersection and
then turned upstream for 450 feet to the
Fo1mation Sump. At this point, we observed
an orange troglobite harvestman of the
ger:us Texella mulaiki. Here we picked up
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the survey and made our way beyond the
sump 220 feet to the next pseudosump, a
massive stalagtite filling the passage
except for a few inches on either side
and dripping underwater to within 10 inches
of the bottom. This was an interesting free
dive, pushing our faces into the mud for
the best clearance as we went under the
formation. We surveyed 200 feet past
several flowstone masses to George's
earlier limit of exploration. From here on
was virgin passage and with renewed vigor,
we surveyed on, but the cave won. Within
40 feet we encountered the third pseudosump which George named the Scrooge Sump.
A hammer and chisel will be needed to pass
this new obstruction. We made our way back
past the two earlier sumps. One hundred and
eighty feet downstream of the Formation
Sump we again picked up the survey and 270
feet further we tied into the Intersection.
We packed our gear away and made our way
back to the entrance pits. Halfway up we
met with Mr. Pfeiffer. We surfaced at 9:30
pm, 8 hours after entering, to a breezy 38
degrees F. We quickly streaked out of our
wet suits into dry clothing. The trip was
a success with over 700 feet of new survey.

CAVE HUNTING, DEVIL"S BACKBONE AREA, Carnal
County, Texas
January 7-9, 1981
Caver: George Veni
Being a member of the Air Force Reserve,
I had to go through a course in summer
survival training - 3 days of this was in
the field at the southern end of the Boy
Scout Camp, "El Rancho Cima". Uncle Sam
provided two blankets to endure the cold
winter nights and I considered it incentive
to try and find a nice warm cave to sleep in.
Driving out there I saw a fair size sink
just off the road and made a mental note
to come back some other time to check it
out. During my three days at camp I combed
a good chunck of the surrounding land. All
I found was a seep spring and a very small
cave entrance which somebody took the
liberty to fill. The limestone is upper
Glenrose which contains giants like Bracken
Bat Cave and Natural Bridge Caverns, but
it is also known to be stubborn in yielding
cave of any size. Something I learned that
you may find of use: if you ever find yourself out of doors, cold with only two notwarm-enough blankets, the thing to do is
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lay them flat open on top of each other,
fold length wise and sew two sides closed,
gather lots of dry leaves and grass and
stuff it into the bag between the outer
most and inner most blanket layers. Lastly,
you crawl in between the two innermost
layers and stay warm in your newly made
sleeping bag. It really works!
CASCADE CAVERNS, Comal County, Texas
January 4, 1981
Cavers: Don Arburn, Ellen Hendrick, Kurt
Menking and Randy Waters
Reported by: Randy Waters

This trip was Kurt's first time in Cas
Caverns. I gave everyone a tour of the s
at the back of the lower level. Armed
with hammer a chisel, we made our way ba
to the southwest end of the lower level
a narrow joint water passage. We took tu
chiseling and clearing rocks from the wa
When Don had his turn, he cleared more
rocks out of the water and discovered a
pseudosump. After much thought he freed
the low sump on his back and emerged a f
feet away in virgin passage. After clear
the water out of his ears, he explored 3
feet of narrow, high water passage only
be stopped by a second pseduosump which
would be surveyed later. We surfaced col
but happy on this year's first trip. Vir
passage was discovered in a well known c
which only shows that the harder you pus'
the better your chances of finding new
passage.

